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Hey Joanna!
Ready to up your style game? Today I'm sharing the scoop on one of my favorite red-hot trends:
Graphic Tees!
These days 90s nostalgia is all the rage, and fun graphic tees have made a huge comeback. They're
pretty much everywhere. But if you've spotted these gems at your local mall, you may be thinking
"how the hell do I wear this and not look totally shlumpy?"
A fabulous question! Graphic tees by themselves don't read as super classy, but thankfully there are
several tricks you can use to incorporate graphic tees into your personal style without looking like
you're on the way to the gym.

Here are 2 ways to a Style Graphic Tee
#1: Put a Blazer on It
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Throwing a blazer over a graphic tee is a fabulous, easy way to add some structure and polish to your
outfit. This will make the outfit feel more complete, and can elevate even a graphic tee and shorts into
a more upleveled look.
#2: Accessorize!
Another great way to get a more complete look when wearing a graphic tee is to throw on a necklace.
Depending on your personal style this might be a choker, statement necklace, long necklace, or even a
couple layered necklaces. This is a fun way to dress up your tee without adding the extra layer of a
blazer. Or you can add BOTH for a polished, upscale look!
Ready to get trendy and rock some graphic tees? I'm sharing my favorite brands below!

Here are 4 brands to Shop for Graphic Tees
#1: Forever 21
Believe it or not, you can find some great gems at fast fashion paradise Forever 21! I really love their
options for workout gear, and over the years I've found some awesome graphic tees.
#2: Torrid
If you've been watching Crystal Cave TV you'll know Torrid is one of my favorite must-shop spots! And
they've always been a great source for really fun graphic tees. They have a lot of cool designer
collaborations and feature tees that are very time-appropriate.
#3: Nordstrom
Nordstrom and Nordstrom Rack are also essential hot spots in your graphic tee quest. They draw from
so many different designers and are great for really fabulous, comfy tees.
#4: Bow & Drape
Can't find a graphic tee you love? Make your own! Bow & Drape is a hilarious site that lets you
customize your own graphic tees with punny and ironic sayings. They've got plenty of sequins and
sass, and you can even customize dog wear so you and your fur-baby can match. They've got my vote.
:)
Click here to watch the full video and shop all my favorite picks for graphic tees!
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Xo,
Crystal
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